
Workshop Statistics: Discovery with Data, 
Second Edition 
Topic 23: More Inference Considerations 

Activity 23-8: Charitable Contributions (cont.) 

(a) =.685, z* for 90% confidence interval =1.645  
.685 + 1.645 sqrt(.685(1-.685)/2719) = .685 + .01465 = (.671, .6998)  
(b) z* for 99% confidence interval = 2.576, .685 + .0229 = (.662 .708)  
(c) Since .70 is contained in the 99% confidence interval, the sample proportion is not 
significantly different from .70 at the 1% level.  
(d) Since .65 is not contained in the 90% confidence interval, the sample proportion is 
significantly different from .65 at the 10% level.  

Activity 23-9: Charitable Contributions (cont.) 

(a) Ho: θ=2/3; Ha: θ ≠ 2/3  
z=(.685-2/3)/sqrt(2/3(1/3)/2719) = 2.05; p-value =2(.0202)=.04  
The result is statistically significant at the 5% level.  
(b) .685 is not substantially different from 2/3. As we saw in Activity 23-8, the 90% 
confidence interval is not very far from 2/3.  
(c) No, that would just mean our evidence was stronger that θ ≠ 2/3, but does not affect 
how different it is.  

Activity 23-10: Random Babies (cont.) 

(a) Ho: θ=.4; Ha: θ ≠ .4, Answers will vary using significance test for a population 
proportion.  
(b) No, just that we don't have enough evidence to convince us otherwise.  
(c) 9/24=.375. However, we would need a very large sample size before we could 
distinguish between .375 and .4.  
(d) Ho: µ=1.1; Ha: µ ≠ 1.1, Answers will vary using significance test for a population 
mean.  
(e) No, just that we don't have enough evidence to convince us otherwise.  
(f) µ=1, however, we would need a very large sample size before we could distinguish 
between 1.1 and 1.  

Activity 23-11: Planetary Measurements (cont.) 

(a) If use t*(8) = 2.306  
1102 + 2.306(1341)/sqrt(9) = (71.22, 2132.8)  
(b) No, this would be a 95% confidence interval for µ=mean distance for all 9 planets, 



but we already know µ=1102 exactly since the data provided are for the entire population 
of 9 planets.  

Activity 23-12: Women Senators (cont.) 

(a) Ho: θ=.5; Ha: θ < .5  
z=(.09-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5/100) = -8.20  
(b) p-value<.0002 from Table II (essentially zero)  
(c) No, since we know θ=.09. We have the population itself, not a sample with sampling 
variability.  

Activity 23-13: Cola Discrimination (cont.) 

(a) Let θ = long-run proportion of trials in which subject correctly identifies the distinct 
cup  
Ho: θ=1/3 (the subject guesses correctly for 1/3 of the trials  in the long run)  
Ha: θ>1/3 (the subject answers correctly for more than 1/3 of the trials in the long run)  
(b) If =.5 this is evidence against the null hypothesis, but might not be statistically 
significant evidence. If the sample size is small, such a sample result could easily occur 
by sampling variability alone. Thus, we need to know the sample size before we know 
whether we will reject the null hypothesis.  
(c) To reject Ho at the .05 level, we need z>1.645. This will occur if ( -
1/3)/sqrt(1/3(2/3)/50) > 1.645 or > 1.645sqrt((2/9)/50)+ 1/3 = .443  
Notice .443 puts us between 22 and 23 successes. We need to round up to 23 successes to 
make sure the p-value is small enough.  
(d) Pr( >.46): z=(.46-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/50) = -.57; probability above =.7157.  This 
probability is greater than .5.  
(e) This probability would increase. Increasing n decreases the standard deviation so that 
a higher proportion of Randy's sampling distribution lies above .46.  
(f) This probability would increase. Increasing to 2/3 shifts Randy's sampling distribution 
to the right so that a larger proportion of it lies above .46.  

Activity 23-14: Home Field Advantage (cont.) 

(a) =99/190=.521  
Let θ = proportion of all Major League Baseball games won by the home team in the long 
run  
Ho: θ=.5 (the home team wins half the games - no home field advantage)  
Ha: θ>.5 (the home team wins more than half the games - home field advantage)  
z=(.521-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/190) = .58  
p-value = Pr(Z>.58) =.7190 = .281  
We fail to reject the null hypothesis, there is not significant evidence of a home field 
advantage.  
(b) z* for 90% confidence = 1.645  



90% confidence interval for θ =.521 + 1.645sqrt(.521(1-.521)/190) = (.461, .581)  
(c) We do not have evidence of a home field advantage (p-value > .05). We cannot 
conclude for certain that there is not a home field advantage, we can only say that we do 
not have evidence of an advantage.  We can only speak in terms of presence or absence 
of evidence against the home field advantage, not in favor of it.  

Activity 23-15: Home Field Advantage (cont.) 

(a) p-value=.281 leads us to fail to reject the null hypothesis of no home field advantage.  
(b)There is a typo in this problem, it should be 106 games won by the home team.  
With original data  

=108/190 = .568  
z=(.568-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/190) = 1.89  
p-value=.0294  
In this case, we would reject the null hypothesis at the .05 level (since p-
value=.0294<.05)  
With 106:  

=106/190 = .558  
z=(.558-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/190) = 1.60  
p-value=.0548 (from Table II)  
In this case, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis at the .05 level (since p-
value=.0548>.05)  
(c) There is a typo in this problem, it should be 107 games won by the home team.  
With original data  

=109/190 = .574  
z=(.574-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/190) = 2.03  
p-value=.0211  
Again, we would reject Ho at the .05 level.  
With 107:  

=107/190 = .563  
z=(.563-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/190) = 1.74  
p-value=.0409 (Table II)  
We would reject Ho at the .05 level.  
(d) With the corrected data: The assistant would report the same results(fail to reject Ho)  
in (a) and (b)  
(e) With the corrected data: The sample data are more similar in (b) and (c)  
(f) No  
(g) Reporting a p-value provides more information than only reporting a reject/fail to 
reject decision.  

Activity 23-16: Voter Turnout (cont.) 

(a) =1783/2613 = .682  
z* for 99.9% confidence = 3.291  



.682 + 3.291sqrt(.682(.318)/2613) = (.652, .712)  
(b) There is possibility of response bias - this is a confidence interval for the proportion 
who claim to have voted, not for the population proportion who actually voted. The 
proportion who claim to vote is probably not equivalent to the proportion who voted.  
(c) No, .49 is not included in the interval in (a)  
(d) Yes since now we are measuring the same variable (see (b)).  
(e) Since .49 is not included in the 99.9% c.i. we already know that a two-sided 
significance test would reject Ho: θ=.49 at the .001 level.  

Activity 23-17: Basketball Scoring (cont.) 

(a)  

 
mean, =191, standard deviation, s = 24.01, n=10  
There is a tendency for the values to lie above 183.2 points, with only 2 of the 10 games 
totaling less than 183.2 points. The distribution does appear to be slightly skewed to the 
left.  
(b) Let µ = mean points per game in 1999-2000 season (after the rule changes)  
Ho: µ=183.2 (no change)  
Ha: µ>183.2 (scoring average did not increase)  
t = (191-183.2)/(24.01/sqrt(10)) = 1.03, df=9  
From Table III, .1 < p-value < .2 (TI p-value=.166)  
(c) We fail to reject the null hypotheses based on these data. If µ=183.2 and we 
repeatedly sampled from this population, we would obtain a sample mean this large in 
10-20% of all samples. Thus, this result is not unusual and does not lead us to doubt our 
null hypothesis.  
(d) No, we could only say we didn't have evidence that µ>183.2. We can't say we have 



evidence that µ=183.2. We can only speak in terms of presence or absence of evidence of 
a scoring increase, not evidence of no change in scoring.  
(e) Removing the 140 changes the mean to 196.67 and standard deviation to 16.95.  
t=(196.67-183.2)/(24.01/sqrt(9)) = 1.68, df=8  
From Table III, .05 < p-value < .1 (TI p-value = .065)  
This gives us stronger evidence against the null hypothesis, though still not quite enough 
to reject Ho at the 5% level.  

Activity 23-18 Phone Book Gender (cont.) 

(a) 36*2+77+14 = 163 total names, 113 male and 50 female  
(b) observational units = first names in phone book  
(c) population = all first names in phone book, parameter = proportion of all first names 
in phone book that are female  
(d) Let θ = proportion of all first names in phone book that are female  
Ho: θ=.5 (half of the first names are female)  
Ha: θ<.5 (less than half of the first names are female)  
Since 163(.5) and 163(1-.5) > 10 and the names were selected at random from the phone 
book, we can apply the one sample test for proportions.  

=50/163=.305  
z=(.305-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/163) = -4.98  
p-value < .0002 (from Table II)  
With such a small p-value we reject Ho and conclude that less than half of the first names 
in the San Luis Obispo County phone book are female.  
(e) 95% confidence interval: .305 + 1.96sqrt(.305(.695)/163) = (.236, .377)  
This interval indicates that between 23.6% and 37.7% of first names in the San Luis 
Obispo County phone book are female. Notice .5 is not in the interval as we saw in (d) 
that was not a plausible value for θ.  
(f) No, we only measured the characteristics in the phone book, not of all residents of San 
Luis Obispo county. We do not believe all residents of the county are listed in the phone 
book or that the gender breakdown of the phone book is representative of the county.  

Activity 23-19: Cat Households (cont.) 

(a) Let µ=mean number of cats per cat-owning household in America  
Ho: µ=2 (the mean number of cats per cat-owning household is two)  
Ha: µ>2 (the mean number of cats per cat-owning household exceeds two)  
(b) the standard deviation of the number of cats per cat-owning household  
(c) Answers will vary.  One approach is to estimate the min and max and divide by six, 
say 1.5.  
t=(2.2-2)/(1.5/sqrt(21840)) = 19.70, df=21839. p-value < .0005 from Table III  
This would give very strong evidence against the null hypothesis.  
(d) t=(2.2-2)/(3/sqrt(21840)) = 9.85. Our t-value was cut in half, but this would still be 
very strong evidence against Ho.  
(e) using t*=2.576 (since the df are so large)  



99% confidence interval µ = 2.2 + 2.576(1.5/sqrt(21840)) = (2.17, 2.23)  
This tells us that the value for µ is larger than 2, but not by much.  

Activity 23-20: Parent Ages (cont.) 

(a) Let µ= mean age at which mothers gave birth  
Ho: µ=22.52  
Ha: µ≠22.52  
t=(22.31-22.52)/(5.60/sqrt(35)) = -.222, df=34  
From Table III, p-value>.4 (TI p-value=.826)  
We would not reject Ho at the .05 level.  
(b) t=(22.31-23)/(5.6/sqrt(35)) = -.73, p-value=.47  
(c) t=(22.31-23.5)/(5.6/sqrt(35))= -1.26, p-value=.22  
(d) t=(22.31-21)/(5.6/sqrt(35))= 1.38, p-value=.175  
(e) In all cases, we failed to reject Ho, even when it was wrong. This test does not seem 
very sensitive to these deviations from the null hypothesis indicating low power for these 
values.  
(f) t* for 95% confidence with 34 df=2.032  
95% confidence interval for µ = 22.31 + 2.032(5.60/sqrt(35)) = (20.39, 24.23)  
(g) Since 22.52, 23, 23.5, and 21 are all contained in this interval, we fail to reject when 
these values are used in the null hypothesis.  
(h) Any value not included in the confidence interval from (f) would work.  

Activity 23-21: Penny Spinning (cont.) 

(a) Let θ = long run probability of a coin landing heads. (Could equivalently define in 
terms of tails, just need to be consistent.)  
(b) two-sided since either side of the coin could be more likely  
(c) Ho: θ = .5 (equally likely to land heads or tails)  
Ha: θ ≠ .5 (not equally likely to land heads or tails)  
(d) = 65/150 = .433  
z=(.433-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/150) = -1.64, p-value=2Pr(Z<|-1.64|)=.10  
(e) =85/150 = .567  
z=(.567-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/150) = 1.64, p-value=2Pr(Z>|1.64|) = .10  
The test statistic changes sign but the p-value is the same.  
(f) In neither case would we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the two-sided 
alternative.  
(g) Ho: θ = .5 (equally likely to land heads or tails)  
Ha: θ <.5 (less likely to land heads)  
(h) z=(.433-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/150) = -1.64, p-value=Pr(Z<1.64) = .05  
The test statistics is the same but the p-value is cut in half.  
(i) z=(.567-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/150) = 1.64, p-value=Pr(Z<1.64) = .9495  
The test statistic is the same, but the p-value is now the probability below 1.64. The p-
values in (h) and (i) sum to one.  
(j) Since the sample result is already not in the direction of the alternative hypothesis.  



Activity 23-22: Penny Spinning (cont.) 

Answers will vary.  
Ho: θ=.5  
Ha: θ≠.5  

Activity 23-23: Penny Spinning (cont.) 

(a) Assume the sample proportion is .5, need .05 = 1.96sqrt(.5(.5)/n) or 
n=1.962(.5)(.5)/.052 = 385 (rounding up)  
(b) n=1.6452(.5)(.5)/.052 = 271  
(c) n=1.6452(.5)(.5)/.022 = 1692  
(d) n=2.5762(.5)(.5)/.022 = 4148  
(e) n=1.962(.3)(.7)/.052 = 323  
n=1.962(.6)(.4)/.052 = 369  
.5 produced the largest sample size  

Activity 23-24: Campus Shopping (cont.) 

(a) z* for 95% confidence = 1.96  

need 100 = 1.96(250/ ) or n=(1.96(250)/100)2 = 25  
(b) n=(1.96(250)/10)2 = 2401  
(c) n=(1.282(250)/10)2 = 1028  
(d) More since you are requiring a more precise estimate, a larger sample size is needed.  
(e) More since you are requiring a higher confidence level, a larger sample size is needed.  

Activity 23-25: Hypothetical Baseball Improvements (cont.) 

(a) Answers will vary for the simulation, but should see that increasing the significance 
level increases the power.  

Activity 23-27: Credit Cards and Cellular Phones 

Answers will vary  

Activity 23-28: Credit Cards and Cellular Phones (cont.) 

(a) Let θ = proportion of people in the population who own a digital or cellular phone.  
Ho: θ = .5 (half the population owns a digital or cellular phone)  
Ha: θ < .5 (less than half the population owns a digital or cellular phone)  

= 24643/50000 = .493  
Since the sample size > 30 and this was a simple random sample, we can use the test of 
significance for one population proportion.  
z = (.493-.5)/sqrt(.5(.5)/50000) = -3.13  



p-value = Pr(Z<-3.13) = .0009 (from Table II)  
With such a small p-value (< .05) we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is 
significant evidence that less than half of all people in this population own such a phone.  
(b) Since we want to estimate the population proportion we use a confidence interval.  
95% confidence interval for θ = .493 + 1.96sqrt(.493(.507)/50000) = (.488, .497)  
This indicates that the population proportion is not very far from .5. This sample does not 
constitute evidence that the proportion of the population who owns such a phone is 
substantially less than one-half.  
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